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OutlineOutline

• Industry Restructuring – Mergers, Alliances, and 
Network Reshaping  

• Revenue Management Trends
• Distribution Wars – Direct Connect, Personalized 

Pricing, Merchandising, a la Carte and Bundling



Industry Restructuring
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Industry Restructuring – Why/Why Not?Industry Restructuring – Why/Why Not?

• Industry Consolidation has been predicted over and 
over again

– Some merging has occurred:  UA/CO, DL/NW, US/HP, 
AA/TW

– And some liquidations have occurred:  EA, PA, all of 
the F or J only airlines

– But more airlines keep emerging:  Virgin America, 
JetBlue, Spirit, Allegiant, …

• Why do airlines merge?  Why not more/faster? 
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Industry Restructuring – Why?Industry Restructuring – Why?

• Mergers are typically undertaken for a combination 
of the following reasons:

– Network scale
– Cost synergies
– Competitive reasons 

• Have they achieved these goals?  Sometimes
– Successes:  DL/NW, UA/CO, HP/US  
– Failures:  AA/TW, US/PS/PI, DL/WA
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Industry Restructuring – Why Not?Industry Restructuring – Why Not?

• It is hard
– Labor combinations are often difficult … and expensive
– Systems integration are often difficult … and expensive
– Process integration is often difficult … and annoying!

• Economies of scale are not huge
– Obviously small airlines are often able to achieve low 

unit costs
– Some costs actually get worse with size and complexity 

(e.g., training)
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Industry Restructuring – Why?Industry Restructuring – Why?

• Sales Power
– Corporate Dealing
– Channel Influence

• Overhead Consolidation
– The large, successful mergers have aggressively combined the 

two organizations
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Industry Restructuring – More to come?Industry Restructuring – More to come?

• Hard to know

• … but it seems likely



Revenue Management
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The RM Problem SimplifiedThe RM Problem Simplified

• RM models are in place to determine what price(s) should 
be offered to any given prospective customer

• Price is too low if:

– Customer would have paid more

– Customer will occupy a scarce seat that could have been sold 
for more to a future customer – in the same O&D or another one

– Customer could have been “moved” to more favorable itinerary

• Price is too high if:

– Customer declines to buy and seat goes unsold or is 
subsequently sold for less
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The RM Problem Made ComplicatedThe RM Problem Made Complicated

• Knowing the perfect price for each seat for each customer 
is not possible

– Although successful airlines devote much effort to trying

• And since the optimal price is different for different 
customers, it is never possible to get each customer to 
pay “their” optimal price

– Although that is what fare rules, opaque channels, coupons, sales 
departments, waivers and favors, etc., are attempting to accomplish

– Collectively, these techniques are all about “price discrimination”, an 
attempt to capture the consumer surplus to the producer

– And they give rise to the desire for personalized pricing 
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How Did Airline RM Come Into Being?How Did Airline RM Come Into Being?

• In the 1970s, airlines developed price-discrimination rules 
– primarily advance purchase requirements and 
minimum/maximum stay requirements – as a way of price 
discriminating against low-elasticity business travelers and 
competing with emerging low fare carriers

• Yield management followed as a science to optimize the 
use of these rules, and variable inventory controls, to 
maximize revenue

– Airlines began to develop the complex mathematical algorithms  
and demand forecasting models to support the algorithms
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The Advent of the Network Optimization ModelsThe Advent of the Network Optimization Models

• In the early 1980s, the first leg-based models attempted to 
set YM inventory controls for the entire airline network.

– The models forecast leg demand by inventory class, primarily 
based on historical data, and attempted to protect sufficient 
space for late-booking, high-yield traffic

• In time, the models improved in many respects

– Better demand forecasts (recognizing differing pax 
characteristics, seasonality, underlying changes in demand, …)

– Improved recognition of the interactions among demand for 
various inventory classes (class nesting, etc.)

– Improved mathematical models, recognizing the network 
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How is RM Practiced Today?How is RM Practiced Today?

• Demand Forecasting is still predominantly based on 
historical traffic patterns

• Leg or O&D-based network optimizations, still ensuring 
that they stop selling cheap seats in time to have sufficient 
supply for later booking, higher yield customers

– And that key network links are saved for high revenue 
connecting pax that need that link

• Overbooking to optimize oversale/spoilage tradeoff, and to 
offset cancellations

• But only very modest attempts, so far, to capture elasticity 
effects
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What’s Wrong with That?What’s Wrong with That?

• Little if any sensitivity to passenger choice process
– And no sensitivity to changes in such

• Little sensitivity to competitive actions/changes

• Little sensitivity to channel selection/shift

• Not very good at network optimization

• Fail to make good use of micro customer data

• Too reliant on non-real-time, intermittent updates
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What’s Changing?What’s Changing?
• Pricing transparency through Online Travel Agencies

– But websites are better at displaying merely price than other 
elements of the offering (ancillary services, optional fees, etc.), 
enhancing the importance of base price 

• Computing power and database manipulation

• Understanding of consumer behavior through web 
analytics

• Visibility of competitive actions/inventory closings 

• Consumers’ tolerance for and willingness to be RM’d
– Issues of “fairness”/common carriage mentality
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What Can They Do Now?What Can They Do Now?

• Monitor competitive actions/changes

• Identify channel selection/shift
– Pick and choose channel strategies

• Rudimentary passenger choice modeling

– Improved sensitivity to cross-elasticity of demand

• Simple personalization
– Customized web pages

– Tailored emails



A Glimpse into the Future of RM?
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What’s Coming?What’s Coming?

• Real Passenger Choice Modeling
– How good?  How soon?

• Incorporation of monitored competitive actions and 
availability data into models

– Is this good for the industry?  Or merely accelerate the spiral down?

• Channel-differentiated pricing and availability

• Effective personalized marketing/solicitations
– Based on well-designed CRM databases and keen insight

• Personalized Pricing, although probably poorly  

• Aggressive Merchandising
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Personalized PricingPersonalized Pricing

• The theoretical economics favor personalized pricing, in 
order to capture the consumer surplus

– Many businesses do so in various ways, such as:  

• Car dealers – with truly personalized prices, and expensive add-ons

• Movie theaters – with matinee prices, student/senior prices

• Various businesses – with coupons, loyalty programs, “limited time 
bargains

• But consumers push back against blatant discrimination, 
and some businesses have built a business model on 
refusing to price discriminate

• What might it look like in the airline industry?
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Personalized Pricing ImplementationPersonalized Pricing Implementation

• Fare is dynamically determined in real time

– Function of who you are, where you want to go, when you want 
to go, how full the flights are and are forecasted to be

– All of those factors are used today, except who you are

• What happens to the “good customer”?

– Typically, they will be assumed to have lower elasticity, so …

– They will be subjected to HIGHER prices

• How long can that last?
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Distribution OptionsDistribution Options

• Direct 

– Web

– Call Center

• Traditional Travel Agents

• Online Agencies

• Corporate Arrangements

• Off Tariff Channels
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Channel-Differentiated PricingChannel-Differentiated Pricing

• Opaque

– How it works

– Why it works

• The future of Full Content Deals

– Selling of access to content?  Airlines already are

– Will airlines try to pick distribution winners and losers?

• Will they try to create winners and losers?

• Comes down to who needs each other more



Ancillary Revenue and Merchandising
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Ancillary RevenuesAncillary Revenues
• Why do it?

– It makes good economic sense to allow the customer to buy what 
they want and not buy what they don’t want

– The industry needed to stop giving things/services away that the 
customer would buy

– Most customers are drawn to the base price and are less carrier-
choice sensitive to “what’s in/what’s out”

• Implications for RM

– The fare is no longer the entire “revenue value” of a sale

– The ancillary revenue potential varies by route/flight/customer and 
even by channel and fare purchased

– Need to make the RM models sensitive to ancillary rev forecast
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Merchandising or How to Build AncillariesMerchandising or How to Build Ancillaries

• Bundling

– Fare families

– Fee waivers

• A la carte pricing:  Economically sound, but … does the 
consumer like it?

• Flight-related fees

– Bags, seat reservations, preferred seating, boarding priority, 
club access, change fees, food, internet

• Non-flight sales

– Hotels, cars, trains, shows, tours 
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Sales and Distribution Issues with AncillariesSales and Distribution Issues with Ancillaries

• Hard to display

– Many fees and/or branded fares are hard to show in an 
intuitive, user-friendly way

– And they are very hard to compare across airlines

• Hard to convey

– The standards for transmitting ancillary fees and branded fares 
are insufficiently developed – and quite complicated – making 
it hard to share the data with all sales channels

• Hard to control/capture

– In many cases the variety of fees, points of sale, and nature 
make it hard to tie back to the ticket



Distribution Wars
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Distribution WarsDistribution Wars
• What is it all about?

– There are three primary motivations for the airlines to “take on” the 
GDS model:

1. Reduced booking fees

2. Customized marketing/merchandising to the customer

3. Ownership of the customer relationship and customer data

– Some airlines are sufficiently motivated to solve these problems that 
they are willing to risk the lost bookings from channel withdrawal 

• Where does it stand?

– AA’s strategy

– Legal machinations – lawsuits, DOJ investigation



Questions?


